


HELLO, FRIEND! 

Welcome, welcome, welcome to The Pitch Party course! I am so excited that you’re here. I 
am kind of imagining that we are in a living room with huge fluffy couches hashing this out 
over popcorn and drinks with fancy straws. 

The heart behind this course is that you would not only gain the pitching know-how and be 
inspired to make the bold asks, but that you would gain the confidence to put yourself out 
there in a way that feels so good to you too. 

I believe that you have something beautiful to give this world and I believe that you don’t 
need to wait for opportunities to arrive on your doorstep or your email inbox. But instead, 
you can create those dreams partnerships, collaborations, and opportunities yourself by 
learning how to make amazing pitches. 

The content of this course is going to set a foundation for you when it comes to pitching and 
you can use this information and these resources to any pitch that you make. So, whether 
you’re pitching podcasts or contributor blogs, you’re looking to involve influencers in your 
brand, you’re wanting to do a creative collab or you’re wanting your products in retail stores, 
these tools will give you a framework for amazing success. 

I encourage you to go through the course with one pitching opportunity in mind, so that you 
can grow familiar with the process and then you’ll be able to use that process for every type 
of pitch you do. Know this from the very beginning. I believe in you. You can do this. You are 
brave and bold and that’s exactly why you’re here. 

So, let’s go.  

Ashley
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I want to give you a little tour on all the features of this course, so that you can 
make sure to take advantage of everything that is going on! 

TEACH VIDEOS & 
WORKBOOK

These are the meat of the course. The 
course is split up into seven modules and 
the videos and workbook are organized 
the same way. Each video is 3-5 minutes, 
so that it is easy to digest and there 
are corresponding worksheets in the 
workbook for each module. 

HOMEWORK

I want to get you practicing how to pitch 
from the very start and because of that, 
there is pitching homework under each 
module. This homework is obviously 
optional but it will give you the experience 
of pitching and hearing ‘yes’ as you go! 
And that’s what we want to get you used 
to - hearing yes! 

BONUSES

I’ve put together some amazing bonuses 
such as templates and guides! Make sure 
to check these out and even use them in 
your pitching process. They are there to 
help you and be a starting point. 

PRIVATE COMMUNITY
There is a private community for everyone 
who takes the course. The purpose of 
that is so that we can readily answer any 
questions you have, as well as being a 
place where you can celebrate as you 
make those pitches happen. 

CUSTOM COACHING

There are a limited amount of spots where 
I’ll jump on the phone with you to give 
you custom feedback on your pitching 
plan and pitching templates to empower 
you to make your bold asks with feel-
good-success. These are at an added cost. 
So, email me if you have any questions. 

now, let’s getwork!to



MODULE 1

to
Get Ready

Pitch
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Everything we do in life and business starts with dreaming big. This is no different. I want you to brainstorm your 
biggest dreams. If you knew that a yes was guaranteed, who would you pitch? Would you pitch Oprah, Kate Spade, 
Gary Vaynerchuk, Glamour, Buzzfeed or Seth Godin? Who rises to the surface in your heart? Write them down 
under each pitch type. 

MEDIA COLLAB PAID
magazines, podcasts, 
interviews, blogs, etc.

product lines, creative 
projects, campaigns, etc.

clients, affiliate opportunities, 
brand sponsorships

DREAM BIG FOR TYPES OF PITCHES

MODULE 1.1



MESSAGING

I have a clear message through 
all my copy and content. 

It is clear what I do, who it is for 
and why I do it. 

I have calls to action on my 
website and social media. 

As I mentioned in the video, when you’re pitching, you want to be sure that your brand (what you’re leading 
people back to) is set-up for success. This matters not only for the people you’re pitching who will ultimately 
click through to your website and social media to make sure you’re legit, but also for when a successful pitch 
happens and new people find out about you. 

Don’t lose people before you can win their hearts. Fill out this checklist to make sure your brand is set up to 
stand out. 

VISUALS

I have a logo and a brand board 
to keep my brand seamless.
 
My visuals tell my story and 
mission well.
 
My brand collateral is well-
executed and professional. 
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VISUALS, MESSAGING, PRESENCE CHECKLIST
MODULE 1.2

PRESENCE 

I am showing up online consistently. My go-to social media channels are

I bring my personality to the way that I show up. I am 
                                                 and 

I make people feel                                                             when they see me online. 



Your mission is everything. You need to know who you are, what you’re after, why you do it and that you 
have something to life-changing to give. Without the conviction of knowing those four things inside out, 
pitching will be muddy waters, but with that conviction, you are guaranteed to get people’s attention. 

Brainstorm your heart out. Write the words as they rise in you. Get familiar with why this matters to you. 
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WRITE YOUR MISSION
MODULE 1.3

No matter what 
today holds, I know 
that I am:

My work matters to 
the world because:

What I am really 
after is:

I have something 
beautiful and here’s 
what it is:



MODULE 2

Establish
Whyyour



When you’re setting out to pitch for your business, you gotta get in bed with your why just like we started to 
think about in the last worksheet. You need to know why you’re pitching and why it personally matters to 
you, but also the impact that you’re after whether that be numbers, visibility, money, status, impact, etc. 

In this worksheet, I want you to vision-cast for pitching in your business at large. Whether you’re thinking for 
this quarter or the next year, start to dig into your why for pitching and the impact that you’re after. 
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YOUR OVERALL PITCHING VISION
MODULE 2.1

Why do you want 
to pitch in your 
business? 

What types of pitches 
do you really want to 
focus on?

How do you want pitching 
to impact your business? 
What do you want it to 
give you? 



This worksheet you can use to cast vision for a specific pitch  opportunity as you do them or per type of pitch. 
For example, this is the vision I have for every podcast pitch moving forward. 

Going into any pitch with a vision is the best foundational piece you can lay for your inevitable success. Use 
this worksheet to develop a vision for your pitch. 
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YOUR PITCHING VISION PER PROJECT 
MODULE 2.1

What’s The Pitch
What kind of pitch is it? Who 
is it for? What is the ask? 

My Why
Why do I want to make this 
pitch? Why does it matter to 
my business?

My Impact
What do I want this pitch to 
give my business? Impact, 
money, visibility, etc. 

I Will Make The Ask By 
MONTH DAY YEAR



So, who do you start with? Who do you pitch first? I am so glad you asked! In this worksheet, we’re going to 
brainstorm who you can pitch using the four levels I explained in the video. Let your mind and pen go crazy 
and write down whoever comes to mind. 
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DISCOVER WHO TO PITCH

MODULE 2.2

Current Relationships 
Who is in your life already 
that you’d love to pitch? 

Dream Partnerships + 
Platforms
What are the dreamy opportunities 
and people you want to work with 
and be featured by? 

Your Ideal Audience
Who does your ideal client 
follow, what do they read and 
where do they hang out? 

Your Mentors or People 
You Admire 
Who are your mentors following 
and who are they inspired by?



When you’re pitching, you can’t just go into it with this perspective of, ‘hopefully they say yes because that 
would be really nice.’ You need to know why they should pay attention to what you’re saying and why they 
should care. 

Here’s a little worksheet you can use whenever you feel stuck on that for who you’re pitching next. 
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GET A VISION FOR THE PERSON YOU’RE PITCHING

MODULE 2.2

Who Are 
They?

What Is The 
Pitch?

Why Should 
They Care?

What’s In It 
For Them?

Example: Marie Forelo To be interviewed by 
me.

Because they have 
a message my 
audience needs to 
hear.

Exposure to a new 
audience.



Goals baby goals! Let’s set some. There is power in being intentional enough to take time to write things 
down, plus the more you write it, the more likely that you’ll actually do it. Hello accountability. You can use 
this goal tracker as often as you’d like to track your pitching and celebrate it when you make the goodness 
happen. 
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GOAL SHEET WITH TRACKER

MODULE 2.3

Type of Pitch
Ex: Guest Post

Emotion Goal
Ex: Powerful

What Happened
Ex: I pitched and was 
published! 

Numeric Goal
Ex: 1/ every 2 months

Who Goal
Ex: Huffington, Mind 
Body Green

When It 
Happened
May 2017



MODULE 3

Mindset
Master your



It can be scary facing your fears as you pitch! You’re putting yourself out there and that can feel vulnerable, 
as well as require a lot of courage. A tool I like to use to work through fear is heart dialogue. Sit with these 
questions and see what your heart has to say. Chances are that you’ll be liberated in the process. 
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QUESTIONS TO ASK HEART TO WORK 
THROUGH FEARS 

MODULE 3.1

Why am I afraid? What would make me 
feel less afraid? 

If it is a wreck, what do 
I feel like that would say 
about me?

What’s the truth of me 
no matter how this goes?



Rejected opportunity is not a rejected identity. I repeat that often to myself as I pitch because you’ll hear a 
lot of no’s and you need to know that it is simply feedback, it is not a rejection of you. Use this worksheet as a 
reminder of what no really means and who you really are.

WHAT NO MEANS + IDENTITY REMINDERS

MODULE 3.2
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What No Really Means Identity Reminders 

I have five truths of my identity that I hold 
onto and remind myself of consistently. They 
are that I am: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

To make sure I never forget it, I will place 
those identity reminders in/on my... 

When someone says no to a pitch, it means...

No is better than silence because...



When it comes to pitching and most things, your mindset will cause you to sink or flourish. Make your 
mindset healthy and strong. You need to be the biggest believer in yourself. No one can do that for you. 

In the video I shared some tools with you to make sure you’re living out of an empowered mindset. Let’s put 
those to use in this worksheet. 

DEVELOP AN EMPOWERING MINDSET

MODULE 3.3
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My Why Reminders My People

My Go-To Ways To 
Celebrate

My Ways to Process



MODULE 4

Pitch
Making your



What The 
Pitch Is

Writing a value proposition before you make a pitch helps you to clarify what the pitch is and the value for 
everyone involved, so that you can communicate clearly and effectively. At a certain point, you can even prac-
tice thinking the value proposition in your head, so that every time you go into a pitch, you’re ready-set-go. 

Use this worksheet to build your value proposition for your pitch. 

YOUR VALUE PROPOSITION

MODULE 4.1
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What I Do

P
ar

t 
O

n
e

P
ar

t 
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o

Now, put it all together into two short paragraphs:

What They Do

How It Impacts 
Me

Our 
Transformation

How It Impacts 
Them

I help women bring their gifts to the world with confidence and Rachel helps women have a healthy 
relationship with their body. Together, we can inspire women to embrace their imperfect selves. 

Rachel will be an influencer for The Imperfect Boss lending her voice. It will give more exposure to my campaign and 
create momentum and it will give Rachel visibility, credibility and impact. 

Example:



In the creative industry, I really see the pitch email as the cornerstone of pitching. Likely most of your pitches 
will take place at some point through email, so you want to have a really strong template that you can 
continue to go back to. 

In the bonuses, there are email scripts as well, but this worksheet will help you to dig into the four 
foundational pieces of a strong pitch email. 

WRITE YOUR PITCH EMAIL

MODULE 4.2
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Make The Personal Connection 

Share The Vision

Make the Ask 

Explain the Process

personalize, create human connection

share your mission, your why, move their heart 

invite them, ask them, make the pitch 

explain what happens next whether they say yes or no 

YAY! You’ve just made a framework for your pitch template. 



Sometimes you’ll be in person and you’ll have an opportunity to make a pitch, spontaneously or planned, 
and sometimes people will want to get on the phone with you. You want to be ready and you can do that by 
creating talking points for your pitch. 

These are really simple and are ultimately based off the framework that you set in the pitch email template. 
Use bullet points to write 2-3 things you’ll have in mind to say or ask in each section of the talking points. 

Keep this on hand or even a short run-down in your brain, so you’re always ready to back that pitch up with 
some live convo. 

WRITE YOUR TALKING POINTS 

MODULE 4.3
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Share your Vision. 
What is your dreamy vision for what you’re doing? What’s the why? What’s the point? 

Make the Invitation.
Make the ask and share why you specifically want THEM. 

Make a human connection with the person. 
Ask them how they are. Ask them about their life. 



MODULE 5

Steps
TheNext



Know your process for what happens after someone says yes or no to your pitch before you make the pitch. 
Your process is unique both to you and your brand, but also the pitch, so fill this out as many times as you 
need to. 

Through this worksheet, we’re going to write out step by step the process of what happens once someone says 
yes or no. Follow this process. Marry it. 

YOUR PROCESSES 

MODULE 5.1
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When Someone Says Yes When Someone Says No

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

2.

3.



Follow-ups are critically important and you’ll be amazed at the responses you get simply from the follow up. 
You want to design a follow-up that not only gets people’s attention, but that also humanizes your brand. 

Dig into this worksheet to design a captivating, amazing follow-up. 

DESIGN YOUR FOLLOW UP 

MODULE 5.2
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I will humanize my brand 
with my follow-up by…

I will use unconventional 
approaches to follow-up 
such as….

I want the person who 
receives my follow-up 
to feel….

I will follow up 

after initial contact.

how many days, months, etc



A visibility plan will help your pitching because even if someone says no, or doesn’t respond, then they will 
see you in other places and it’ll accentuate your credibility. It will show that you’re someone to say yes to. 

Use this worksheet to craft 2-3 strategies that you use for visibility to support your consistent pitches and 
schedule them in your calendar so you know where you’re showing up. 

Then, go into your calendar and schedule when you’re going to create the content for those visibility 
strategies and when you’re going to publish them. 

CRAFT A VISIBILITY PLAN TO SUPPORT PITCHING 

MODULE 5.3
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Completed

Visibility #1 Visibility #2 Visibility #3

March 12th

How Often

Strategy
Ex: Blogging

2x this month

Month:

Desired Result
More email subs through 
content upgrade

Market
Share on Insta + newsletter

Topic
Community Copy



MODULE 6

Party
it up



Self-care and celebration are important while you’re pitching, so that you can fill yourself up! Putting 
yourself out there consistently can feel draining so we want you to have a plan for how to make sure you’re 
taking care of yourself. 

Use this worksheet to know how you will celebrate and practice self-care while you pitch. 

SELF-CARE AND CELEBRATION PLANNER

MODULE 6.1
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When someone says 
yes to my pitch, I will 
celebrate by: 

When someone says 
no to my pitch, I will 
celebrate by: 

Through the pitching 
process, I will take care of 
myself by: 

I will show myself 
kindness by telling 
myself that: 



When an opportunity is finished that you had pitched, say thank you to all the people that have been 
involved! Use the connections you’ve built to nurture relationships, so that you can continue to work together 
in the future or simply be friends. 

Use this worksheet to keep track of people you have worked with through pitching and how you’re going to 
nurture those relationships to make them long-term and amazing. 

NURTURE RELATIONSHIPS PLANNER

MODULE 6.2
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Name of 
Person
Ex: Sarah Jensen

How I Showed 
Gratitude
Sent her a card in mail

Future Collab 
Ideas

A PDF guide on collabs

Project Worked 
Together On
I was on her podcast

How I Will 
Express My 
Support
Follow on Insta




